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Increase in EHRs has led to an increase in availability of data which require interaction from domain experts. This introduces two key
challenges: reducing expert burden during input and allowing effective expert interaction during analysis.
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Growth of EHRs and touch
devices has made data entry
cumbersome for healthcare
practitioners.

Increased availability of
data that requires expert
interaction for analysis.
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Transformer – A system that finds the ideal form layout

Icarus – Data completion system that allows users to

for the specified screen size by modeling the human
input cost using features of the database including data
distribution, data type and cardinality

quickly fill in large datasets iteratively editing digestible
subsets. Each edit is generalized to a rule applicable to
multiple cells using the database schema.

TRANSFORMER
INSERT INTO
applications(lastnamestring:23131:text:35chars,
height_feetint:0-10:dropdown,
date_of_birthdate:03/01/1920-01/30/201
6

,

……)
VALUES (…);
Data Types,
Cardinality, Range
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INSERT INTO
applications(lastnametext:page1:30px,
height_feetrangeslider:page1:30px,
date_of_birthtext:page2:30px,
……)
VALUES (…);

Saves rules and completed
dataset to server.

Filter the suggested rules: Dependent shows rules of the form antibiotic
A implies antibiotic B; Independent shows organism implies antibiotic

Data Distribution
Redesigned Form
Each row is a separate organism that grew
in an isolate, the columns show antibiotic
susceptibilities

Results reported from
micro lab

Buttons for indicating confidence when accepting a rule. All accept the rule. Should be interpreted as:
100% — I have the highest confidence in the rule, very rare exceptions
80% — I have confidence in this rule, but there may be infrequent exceptions
60% — I am not as confident in this rule in all cases, but it is more likely than the opposite in my judgement

completion time between the original and automatically
redesigned forms.

http://interact.osu.edu
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Results: On average there is 27.5% reduction in form

Future Work

Button for filling in unreported
susceptibilities. R - resistant; S Sensitive
Resets all applied rules and
restarts the application from
the beginning with original
data. Consider saving before
restarting.

• Annotations outside form
fields are stored as
unstructured text and not
available for querying
• Opportunities for
automatically structuring
annotations using statistics
and database schema.
• These signals could also be
used to update database and
form design.

Guiding experts to Insights

• Raw data is difficult to digest.
• Exploratory visualizations are
iterative and tedious.
• Small changes are not
necessarily perceivable on
visualizations.
• Optimal visualization for a
given dataset
• Provide cues to expert on
possible insights

Results: Domain experts are on average able to fill in

56,000 cells in just 148 edits, within an hour, while the
manual process took weeks.
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